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Okay, so you’ve been reading about scoring in our new white paper, and the set-by-step guide 
we created for setting up scoring in Salsa but still have some questions? Here are some of the 
most frequently asked that we hope will help you out. Have more? Contact Salsa Support at 
support@salsalabs.com. 

What is Scoring?

The short answer is that it’s a tool for incorporating the entire universe of your supporters’ 
activities -- all the actions they’ve taken, all the events they’ve participated in, all donations 
they’ve made -- into a single numerical scale that can be applied to all your supporters. It offers 
a new way to determine your organization’s most active supporters (or least active as the case 
may be). 

What can scoring do for me?

Scoring is super useful in helping you segment your supporters. It can help you determine 
your most (and least) engaged supporters, look at supporter engagement over time and even 
establish ways of moving supporters along the ladder of engagement more effectively. Scoring 
also helps you target your communications, allowing you to choose highly specific groups for 
sending emails, etc. based on their previous actions. 

Can you define the key terms?

Score or scoring algorithm- A single metric (point value) for each of your supporters
Object- The name of the database table the scoring entry will examine
Multiplier- Number of points each supporter gets for each entry he or she has taken
Half-life- A metric that answers the question, “After how many days will the initial  
                  scoring award have dwindled to half it’s original value?”
Minimum- The lowest possible value a scoring entry can have- could be a 0, 0.1, etc.
Expiration- The date at which the point value drops to your minimum

Can I combine half-life, expiration, and minimum?

Yes! These three fields can be used in any permutation and combination. Half-life sets a daily 
incremental decay. Expiration will interrupt that decay on the expiration date, abruptly dropping 
the point value to 0 (default) or the minimum value.

Using a minimum with half-life and no expiration means the daily decay will stop once it 
reaches the “floor” set by the minimum, and plateau at the minimum permanently.
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Will a new score I set up be retroactive to score upon the actions  
and donations that happened before the score existed?

Yes! Your scores will always compute based on all activities available in your headquarters,  
no matter whether those activities pre- or post-date the creation of the score itself.

Can I maintain multiple different scores?

Yes! Build as many scores as you like; there’s no limit at all.

My supporters might have taken many different actions, but one particular 
major campaign is more important than the others. Can I set up scoring to 
reward those who took this action disproportionately?

Not yet. We’re working on this feature, but for the present, the scoring rules defined in your 
scoring entry will apply equally to every entry on the relevant table.

Can I score not per donation, but per dollar donated?

Yes! For this, you’ll need to change the scoring entry’s “scoring category” setting from normal 
(the default setting) to fixed value. That should open a new entry field called optional column. 
Enter “amount” (without the quotes) in optional column, and configure the rest of the score  
as usual. Since your multiplier will apply in this case to the dollar amount of the donation, you 
might want to choose a very small number: with a multiplier of 0.1, a $50 donation will score  
as five points. (50 * 0.1 = 5)
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Can I score on email history?

Yes! Salsa keeps a lifetime count of emails received, opened, and clicked on a table called 
supporter email statistics.

Once again, you’ll need a fixed value score. Select the table supporter  
email statistics, then enter for fixed value one of emails_sent, emails_opened, emails_clicked

This field is simply an integer counting the supporter’s lifetime email engagement. Configure as 
appropriate. Note that half-life and expiration will not function with email stats scores, because 
they’re running tallies rather than single, dated events.

Can I use fractions and decimals in my scoring settings?

Decimals, yes. Fractions, no. Negative numbers are also allowed. (Fun fact: a negative multiplier 
plus a half-life means the score will “decay” UP, towards zero.)

Can I see a report laying out supporters with their scores?

Yes! A custom report using the table supporter_scoring_algorithm will make these figures 
available. Contact Salsa support if you need help configuring your report.
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For more information about using Salsa, or to interact with other stellar users,  
visit Salsa Commons at help.salsalabs.com. 

About Salsa

Salsa Labs (Salsa) helps nonprofits and political campaigns ignite action and fuel change 
around the world by growing and engaging a base of support online. Salsa provides more than 
technology; it offers strategic best practices, training, highly rated support and a strong online 
community, so its clients can focus their energy on their mission. Visit www.salsalabs.com.
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